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Emma is a reliable, hardworking and conscientious member of staff. She has the 
SENCo role and has developed her skills and knowledge to become an outstanding 
leader over the 9 years she has held the role. She has an excellent knowledge and 
demonstrates expertise in this area, instilling knowledge and confidence in her 
colleagues. She listens actively to others and observes, analyses and reflects on her 
own practice. 
 

As an effective teacher and subject coordinator she is passionate about ensuring that 
children are engaged to inspire their own learning and reflect on their own practice to 
ensure this is happening. To enable this to happen a full understanding of the 
different learning styles within your class will enable all children to access the 
curriculum to their full potential. With some children this may mean being able to 

identify their needs and put in place the support required. Tasks and activities within the classroom need to be 
structured appropriately to match the needs of the pupils and reflecting on these tasks and activities to ensure 
they are having the required impact to enable all pupils to make progress and provide them with appropriate 
challenge. 

 

Above all else though her biggest motivation is the pupils and their successes. Anything that can lead to pupils 
making better progress and being happy is a good thing. Outstanding leadership leads to an outstanding team 
which leads to successful and happy pupils. 

 

AREAS OF STRENGTH 

 Special Educational Needs 
 Forest Schools/Outdoor learning 
 Eco Themes 
 Bike it Schools 

 
 
 


